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Introduction of the WAII and the Team

Latest Activities 

Outline 

No. Theme

1. Overview of infrastructure investment landscape

2. What kind of city do people want? (Not investor!) 

3. Decision Making and Investment Concepts

4. Case Studies: Mistakes and Lessons
a. Governance case             – Moscow 
b. Problem diagnosis            – Türkiye
c. Decision scenario             – Luxembourg
d. Activism engagement       – Belgrade
e. Managerial barrier            – New York
f.  Evaluation method           – Tianjin

5. Conclusions

Value Creation
RONIC > OCC

Asset Value
The Expected Future 
FCF discount at OCC

An ounce of information is worth a pound of data.
An ounce of knowledge is worth a pound of information.
An ounce of understanding is worth a pound of knowledge. 

- Russell Ackoff, 1999
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The Alternative Investments Initiative focuses on private equity, hedge funds, venture capital, and asset allocation. 
The Initiative is a global hub for the development of leading-edge research in alternative investments, which is 
integrated into the Wharton School’s curriculum, and presented in public forums. It is a center that furthers the 

exploration of the theory and practice of investing in this asset class bringing together practitioners, alumni, 
students, and academics.

• Infrastructure Investments (FNCE 311/811)
• The Finance of Buyouts and Acquisitions (FNCE 251/751)
• Shareholder Activism and Corporate Governance (FNCE 387/887)
• Advanced Topics in Private Equity (FNCE884)
• Advanced Private Equity Seminar (FNCE 395/895)
• Business Strategy, Private Equity and Corporate Law (Penn Law 854)
• Corporate Restructuring (FNCE 391/891)
• FinTech (FNCE885)
• Hedge Funds  (FNCE 386/886)
• Energy Finance (FNCE756)

WHARTON EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN PRIVATE EQUITY AND VENTURE CAPITAL
The Wharton School offers an Executive Education week long program: Private Equity: Investing and Creating Value.
This 5-day program is designed for institutional investors as well as investment professionals aspiring to be better private 
equity investors. 

http://executiveeducation.wharton.upenn.edu/for-individuals/all-programs/private-equity-investing-and-creating-value
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Dr. Kevin Kaiser 
The Wharton School 

The Team 
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Emer. Professor Vukan R. Vuchic
University of Pennsylvania

CEO Jim Venturi
Rethink Studio

Robert Venturi the recipient of 
Pritzker Architecture Prize (1991)

Andy Wu
Strategy & Entrepreneurship 
The Youngest Assistant Prof. 

HBS

The Team 

Robert Venturi

U.S. HSR Board of Trustee
APTA Lifetime Award
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World Transport Convention, Beijing (June 2018)
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Literature Review  
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The Article

Abstract

Infrastructure investment is a common scheme to boost economic productivity and 
carrying it out involves a multilateral decision. In the realm of infrastructure investment, 
what are the critical roles the policy-makers and legislative-enablers should take? What 
scale and magnitude of investment are enough to ensure the intended outcome? Is there an 
interrelation or a contradiction between investing in different asset classes? What are the 
corresponding measures to avoid the likelihood of investment offset? How could policy 
governance, legislative structure, and managerial strategy maximize the synergistic value 
among investment returns and positive spillovers to further empower a nation’s long-term 
competitiveness? Cities around the globe are either in the transition stage of repositioning 
their long-term competitiveness or in the development stage of large-scale metropolitan 
planning. Within the governmental leadership, decisions have been found in these two 
settings: the outstanding commitments on the modernization of efficient infrastructure 
systems and the transformative mindset to recapitalize city’s assets: both developable and 

underutilized lands. This article presents a surgical diagnosis of investment decision-
making in the scope of multimodal self-driving transport (SDT) and examines the 
economic growth driven by the process of policy formation and managerial strategy toward 
city development. First, prior to the fund allocation, the prerequisite is to decide what kind 
of city do people want? Cities built around transit, as an example, would look and operate 
drastically different from cities built around cars. The interrelation between self-driving 
transit and cars and the corresponding investment activities is well articulated. Second, 
investment decisions need to differentiate between the intended outcomes generated by 
investing in value-creating vs. value-destroying projects. Third, the review of cities’ 

transformational experiences offers common mistakes and meaningful lessons to shape a 
better future outcome. It is time to regain the momentum in paying systematic attention to 
the process of investing in infrastructure. 
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1. Overview of Infrastructure Investment Landscape
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Global Public Infrastructure Investment

Source: The Route Map to a connected Europe, 2016
https://www.eib.org/en/infocentre/publications/all/the-route-map-to-a-connected-europe.htm 

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/files/factsheet-
juncker-plan-reaches-eu315-billion-investment-target_en
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Persian Gulf Infrastructure Investment – Regional Profile
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UAE’ Infrastructure and Vision 2021:
- National growth and city development -

Source: https://www.government.ae/en/information-and-services/infrastructure/infrastructure-and-vision-2021

https://www.government.ae/en/information-and-services/infrastructure/infrastructure-and-vision-2021
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Source: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/321694768_Smart_City_and_Smart_Tourism_A_Case_of_Dubai 
https://www.vision2021.ae/docs/default-source/default-document-library/uae_vision-arabic.pdf?sfvrsn=b09a06a6_6
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Major trends in 2019 Q1 – Q2: Ridesharing IPOs and Private equity infra fundraising 
The hidden cost of congestion
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Four disruptive technology-driven trends

Center for Future Mobility: Trends and implications, Dec 2017
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Uber at The Wharton School
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Disruptive Innovative Transportation Technology ≠ NPV > 0 
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Disruptive Innovative Transportation Technology ≠ NPV > 0 (Con’t) 
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2. What Kind of City Do People Want? (Not investors!) Some are too busy to make money!
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Cities built around cars - Disastrous consequence of highway expansion 

Minibus-taxis (so called: Danfos) in Lagos, Nigeria

Indiana toll road – Chicago section 

I-405 freeway 24 
bidirectional lanes in 

San Diego section 

Toll plaza merged from 25 lanes to 4 
lanes in Beijing - Hebei section
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Superbly designed urban highways can serve Iow density suburbs, but not urban cores, 

due to their large space consumption - Austin, Texas  
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Sprawling suburbs and poor planned "edge cities" means: high cost of infrastructure, 

excessive consumption of land/resource, and social segregation – Los Angeles, California
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Impact on livability: the more accommodations for cars (highways, streets, parking), the 

less attractive the city is for people - Atlanta, Georgia  
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Cut-throat CBD highway – Chicago, Illinois
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Boston Big Dig – A $25bn Lesson: Converted 14-lane CBD highway to a greenbelt parkway

Source: https://www.reddit.com/r/boston/comments/6so8p0/before_and_after_the_big_dig_xpost/
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/the-big-dig-project-background 
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National highway revolts in the U.S. history 

Examined the efficiency of using 
government capital to highway 
investment and its nation’ growth 
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Moscow highway detour
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Cities struggle with finding a balance between transit and highway investments

Highway in parallel with an exclusive ROW lane on 
Jl. Sudirman, South Jakarta

Highway in parallel with a metro line in Thailand 
- BTS Skytrain

Highway in parallel with a metro line in 
Emirates Road – between Dubai and Sharjah

Highway in parallel with an overcapacity BRT 
in İstanbul, Türkiye
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Repositioning city’s long-term competitiveness  
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The Collision of Cities and Cars and Vicious Circle 
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Interrelation between travel disutility and volume: Car vs. Transit 
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Travel distribution between cars and transit
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Transportation policies for shifting the individual equilibrium point toward system optimum
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Investment offset: investing the equal amount of capital in transit and car-based infrastructure
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Negative consequence of ONLY investing in car-related infrastructure 
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Positive return on investment: capital put into transit > car-related infrastructure
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Direct cost of car travel under different scenarios in cities
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Total cost of car travel under different scenarios in cities
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Direct costs of urban travel by different modes
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Total costs of urban travel by different modes
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Offsetting consequences of conflicting policies and investments: car vs. transit
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Multimodal Transport: Balance System
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1. System performance major elements:

- Service frequency f, number of Transit Unit departures per hour [TU/h]. It is inverse of headway h [min/TU];

- Operating speed Vo [km/h], speed on the line which passengers experience;

- Reliability, expressed as a percentage of TU arrivals with 0, 4 min delay; 

- Safety – measured by the number of accidents per 100 million passenger-km.

- Line capacity C [sps/h]; passengers do not observe it directly, but it influences most elements of systems performance and 
service quality.

2. Level of service - overall measure of all service characteristics that 
affect users. It consists of: 

- Performance elements that affect users (speed, reliability, safety);

- Service quality – qualitative elements of service;

- Transit fare.

3. Impacts of transit service on its served area

- Short- and long-term 

- Positive and negative

- Quantitative and qualitative 

4. System costs - usually divided into 
investment and operating costs

Investment Selection Criteria 
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Investment trade-off: Family of urban transit modes
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Summary table of multimodal transport 
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Technical, operational, and system characteristics of multimodal transport modes
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Investment mechanism: car and transit toward positive outcome
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3. Infrastructure Investment Decision Making and Investment Concepts
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Versatility of Government Initiative - Stalwart activism 

• City development 

• Real estate

• Infrastructure Investment

• Deal structure, endorsement

• Macroprudential engagement

• Multilateral collaboration, barrier 

removal 

• Large scale, big picture

• Trade-off, offset, conflict & 

countermeasure

• Resource allocation, 

opportunity cost, control 

mechanism

• Market access, 

establishment, stability

• Policy formation, guidance 

• Managerial strategy

Source: https://www.government.ae/en/information-and-services/infrastructure/infrastructure-and-vision-2021

https://www.government.ae/en/information-and-services/infrastructure/infrastructure-and-vision-2021
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Infrastructure Investment sine qua non!!!

What is the minimum we need to earn on an investment to be willing to comeback and do it again? 

What scale and magnitude of government spending are enough to achieve an intended 

outcome? How much capital do we need to invest in order to keep the economic growth? [Scale]

Which investment will create the most value? What is the countermeasure for value destruction? 

What drives the return? What are the definitive investment process and control mechanism?

How much can we grow without destroying value? Growth at what cost? Growth, but how long can 

it be sustained? What is the [quality] of growth?

Patience, timing (e.g. J-curve or perpetuity funds), Increase return on scale or α or β? 

vs. 
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Distinguishment of price vs. value in infrastructure investment 
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Asset ownership and entrepreneurial mindset 

Asset ownership is not static, and an asset’s

best owner could at different times be a
conglomerate, a private-equity firm, a
government, a sovereign wealth fund, a
family, etc. Having a concept of best
ownership helps the economy to redirect
resource for productive uses and
precipitates efficient allocation to the
highest return activities at a much lower
cost. Ownership transition is neither good nor
bad. It depends on whether the current owner
creates more value than any prospective
owner.

Divestitures are not just for underperforming
assets. The most successful divestitures are
those that are high‐quality businesses, but are
underappreciated within a portfolio.
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Investing in value creation vs. destruction projects over economic competitiveness

Source: The Blue Line Imperative – What Managing for Value really Means - Chapter 7 by Kevin Kaiser and David Young

1. If RONIC < the 
OCC, growth 
destroys value; 

2. If RONIC > OCC, 
growth creates 
value;

3. If RONIC = OCC, 
growth has a neutral 
impact on value 
since all investments 
are NPV=0;

4. If growth = 0, there 
is no return on new 
investment. The 
investment impact 
on value is none.

When a government 
fails to invest in 
positive NPV projects 
and simultaneously 
increases the overall 
liability, it is 
destroying value for 
its nation. 
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Value creation levers – α

- Where has value been created?
Units 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 CAGR/AVG

Ridership Million Trips 195.3 214 230.4 239 252.1 281.1 306.9 323.6 339.9 348.1 359.9 371.8 383.6 395.5 407.4 421.7 436 418.2 4.6%
Average fare per trip THB / trip 24.7 26 25.9 27.4 27.4 29.1 28.8 30.2 30.2 32 32.8 33.6 34.4 35.1 35.7 37.2 38.7 40 2.9%

Farebox Revenue THB MM      4,824 5,564 5,967 6,549 6,908 8,180 8,839 9,773 10,265 11,139 11,805 12,492 13,196 13,882 14,544 15,687 16,873 16,728 7.6%

 Maintenance costs         744         766         789         813         837         862         888         915         942         970         999      1,029      1,060      1,092      1,125      1,158      1,193      1,229 3.0%
 Direct staff costs         468         482         497         512         527         543         559         576         593         611         629         648         668         688         708         729         751         774 3.0%
 Indirect staff costs         220         227         234         241         248         255         263         271         279         287         296         305         314         324         333         343         354         364 3.0%
 Energy costs         386         403         421         440         460         480         502         525         548         573         599         626         654         683         714         746         780         815 4.5%
 Other Operating costs         936         983      1,032      1,084      1,138      1,195      1,255      1,318      1,383      1,453      1,525      1,601      1,682      1,766      1,854      1,947      2,044      2,146 5.0%
Operating expenses 2,754 2,861 2,973 3,089 3,210 3,336 3,467 3,604 3,746 3,894 4,049 4,210 4,377 4,552 4,734 4,924 5,122 5,328 4.0%

% of Revenue 57.1% 51.4% 49.8% 47.2% 46.5% 40.8% 39.2% 36.9% 36.5% 35.0% 34.3% 33.7% 33.2% 32.8% 32.5% 31.4% 30.4% 31.9% 38.9%

 EBIT THB MM 2,070 2,703 2,995 3,460 3,698 4,844 5,372 6,169 6,519 7,245 7,756 8,283 8,819 9,330 9,810 10,763 11,751 11,400 10.6%
Margin (%) 42.9% 48.6% 50.2% 52.8% 53.5% 59.2% 60.8% 63.1% 63.5% 65.0% 65.7% 66.3% 66.8% 67.2% 67.5% 68.6% 69.6% 68.1% 61.1%

D&A and prov. for LT employee benefits THB MM 1,255 1,255 1,255 1,267 1,220 1,307 1,264 1,233 1,123 1,031 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002 -1.3%
% of Revenue 26.0% 22.6% 21.0% 19.3% 17.7% 16.0% 14.3% 12.6% 10.9% 9.3% 8.5% 8.0% 7.6% 7.2% 6.9% 6.4% 5.9% 6.0% 12.6%

Adjusted EBITDA THB MM 3,325 3,958 4,250 4,726 4,918 6,151 6,636 7,403 7,642 8,277 8,758 9,285 9,821 10,332 10,812 11,765 12,753 12,402 8.1%
Margin (%) 68.9% 71.1% 71.2% 72.2% 71.2% 75.2% 75.1% 75.7% 74.4% 74.3% 74.2% 74.3% 74.4% 74.4% 74.3% 75.0% 75.6% 74.1% 73.7%

CapEx THB MM        60.3        69.6        74.6        81.9        86.3      333.7      269.4      490.4      170.4      139.2      147.6      156.2      164.9      173.5      181.8      196.1      210.9      209.1 

Net Farebox Revenue THB MM 2,010 2,633 2,920 3,378 3,611 4,511 5,102 5,679 6,349 7,106 7,609 8,127 8,654 9,157 9,628 10,567 11,541 11,191 10.6%
% of Revenue 41.7% 47.3% 48.9% 51.6% 52.3% 55.1% 57.7% 58.1% 61.8% 63.8% 64.5% 65.1% 65.6% 66.0% 66.2% 67.4% 68.4% 66.9% 59.4%

Other Fees (Fund Mgmt, Trustee, Others) THB MM         154         178         191         210         221         262         283         313         328         356         378         400         422         444         465         502         540         535 7.6%
% of Revenue 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2%

 
  Free Cash Flow (ECF in this project) THB MM 3,110 3,710 3,984 4,435 4,610 5,556 6,084 6,599 7,143 7,781 8,233 8,729 9,233 9,714 10,165 11,067 12,003 11,658 8.1%

% of Revenue 64.5% 66.7% 66.8% 67.7% 66.7% 67.9% 68.8% 67.5% 69.6% 69.9% 69.7% 69.9% 70.0% 70.0% 69.9% 70.5% 71.1% 69.7% 68.7%

Invested Capital (beginning) THB MM 43,580    42,394    41,214    40,029    38,895    37,922    36,927    36,184    35,232    34,340    33,485    32,639    31,802    30,974    30,153    29,347    28,556    27,763    -2.6%
% of Revenue 903.4% 761.9% 690.7% 611.3% 563.1% 463.6% 417.8% 370.3% 343.2% 308.3% 283.7% 261.3% 241.0% 223.1% 207.3% 187.1% 169.2% 166.0% 398.5%

ROIC % 4.7% 6.4% 7.3% 8.6% 9.5% 12.8% 14.5% 17.0% 18.5% 21.1% 23.2% 25.4% 27.7% 30.1% 32.5% 36.7% 41.2% 41.1% 13.5%

FNCE 811 Infra Investment Course Material
Case study: BTS Skytrain Carve Out 
MBA 2019: John Tiernan
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Selected managerial strategy of increasing an infrastructure asset’s competitive advantage

- What drives future value creation? 

Intrinsic Value External Growth 

Innovative products and services: Non-duplicable 
or patented products, or technologies to maximize 
network effect

Innovative business method: Product or service 
integration to capture new catchment markets and 
maximize synergy 

Quality: Users willing to pay a higher premium for 
better produces and services to save travel time or 
increase comfort, etc.

Unique circumstance: Unparalleled or favorable 
access to scarce resource, knowledge, or 
development right, etc.

Brand: Users willing to pay a higher premium 
without an actual difference on product, service or 
tangible benefits 

Economies of scale: Balancing return of scale vs. 
earnings quality, growth, and sustainable 
competitive advantage 

User retention: Users willing to stay loyal with 
definitive advantages on quality, travel time saving, 
etc.

Operating efficiency: Standardized lean process 
and control procedure 

Elasticity of demand: Attention to react price 
fluctuation and corresponding effects without 
compromising return

Barrier elimination: Reduction of agency cost, 
administrative burden, and permitting process, etc.

Source: Valuation – Measuring and managing the value of companies – Chapter 6 by David Wessels et.al, European PPP Expertise Centre, and author insights
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Selected managerial strategy of increasing an infrastructure asset’s competitive advantage

- What drives investment discipline? 

Define an Investment Thesis Performance Measure 

Plan: Have a short-to-long term plan

Path: Stress 2-3 key value creation levers

Growth: Focus on genuine growth, not just scale or 

cost reductions

Metrics: Map out essential metrics

Value: Focus on cash and value, not price

Efficiency: Link incentives to productivity and unit 

performance

Balance Sheet Strategic Execution

Control: Redeploy or eliminate unproductive    

capital - both fixed assets and working capital

Equity: Treat equity as scarce

Debt: Use debt to gain leverage and operation  

focus, but match risk with return

Optimization: Focus on optimizing each business; 

consolidation whenever opportunities for value creation

Ownership: Don’t hesitate to sell when price is right

Unsentimental: Be unsentimental in making 

investment decisions and portfolio executive hirings
Source HBS Lessons from Private-Equity Masters, and author insights
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Calibration risk – β (particular in emerging markets)

- Jeopardizing returns in the portfolio assembly? 
Example of calibration risk within infrastructure assets  

Uncorrelated risk Correlated risk

Distribution of return profile: Uncorrelated vs. Correlated Risk
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Value destruction vs. countermeasure 

Optimize cash extraction procedure
and examine the opportunity cost of
the best use of earnings.

INVESTED  
CAPITAL

REVENUES
EXPENSES

NET PROFIT

INVESTED
CAPITAL

1

2

3a

3b

EQUITY

DEBT

4

EQUITY

DEBT

4

RETAINED VS. 

DISTRIBUTED EARNINGS

Eliminate inefficient use of assets and improve
poor working capital conditions, allowing for
rapid reductions and driving cash unleashed
from the lax investing process.

Continue to encourage use of underutilized
assets and effective managerial strategy
with a value creation mindset; differentiate
which strategy drives price and which
drives value; focus on increasing long-
term competitive advantage rather than
short-term spike.

Better strategic 
execution on: 

1. performance 
incentive scheme; 2. 
capital structuring; 
3. Aggregated 
realization 
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4. International Case Studies: Common Mistakes and Lessons
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Moskva / Sept 2018 – Policy Governance 
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Invitation of Moscow International Transportation Expert Council since 2013

Aug 2013 - Present
Signing books to Mayor Sergey Sobyanin

Sept 2018
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Dr. Vuchic and Deputy Mayor of Moscow 
Mr. Maksim Liksutov

HE Liksutov and HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of RTA
Monthly Magazine of Dubai's RTA 

Issue No. 118 April 2018 
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Private Equity Infrastructure Investor 
10th Annual Summit in NYC 

Russia Federation Broadcast Interview

Presenting & meeting with Dean of St. 
Petersburg State University Dept. of Transport

(Sept 2018)

Appreciation Letter from Russia Government
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Structure of Government programs – Russian Federation
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Travel situation in Russia in the early 2010 and the transition 

Marshrutki (Jitneys) in Russian cities Traffic congestion in Moskva

Change of traffic flow on the adoption of auto-disincentive policy: Example of Moskva garden ring
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The transition and putting & investing “transit” as the priority

Mosgortrans’ Elektrobus Mosgortrans’ Skorostnyi Tramvaj
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Moscow Central Circle 
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High speed rail in Russia

• Type: Siemens Velaro

• Operation since 2009

• Average speed – 180 km/h

• 15 times a day

• 2-3 stops

«SAPSAN» (eng. «Sapsan»)
Moscow – St. Petersburg

Source: Russian Railways

• Type: Talgo TransMashHolding

• Operation since 2015

• Average speed – 130 km/h

• 5 times a days

• 5-7 stops

• Type: Alstom

• Operation since 2010

• Average speed – 120 km/h

• 8 times per day 

• 5-7 stops

«STRIZH» (eng. «Martin»)
Moscow – Nizhniy Novgorod

• Type: Siemens Desiro

• Operation since 2013

• More than 170 trains on different 
routes

• 5-7 times a day

• 2-10 stops 

«ALLEGRO»
St. Petersburg - Helsinki

«LASTOCHKA» (eng. «Swallow»)
Connects cities Moscow, St Petersburg, Sochi, Krasnodar, Yekaterinburg, 
Kaliningrad, Rostov-on-Don with other regional towns

635 km
distance

3h40
Travel time

32.2 mln
total passengers
since its launch

442 km
distance

3h35
Travel time

1.9 mln
total passengers
since its launch

100-500 km
distance

25 min – 6h
Travel time

9.2 mln
total passengers
since its launch

407 km
distance

3h27
Travel time

2.3 mln
total passengers
since its launch
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Moscow Metro vs. Kutuzovsky Prospekt Highway PPP 

Source: https://stroi.mos.ru/specprojects/metro/en.php#3

The statement is not meant to advocate for divestment in car-based infrastructure, but rather advise caution regarding the dynamic 
movement between the individual equilibrium and system optimum. If the increase of car travel causes economic leakage and 
lower productivity due to congestion and externalities, policy and investment decisions need to take place to alleviate the offset.
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Türkiye / July 2019 – Problem Diagnosis
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2hr 20 min meeting (includes 30 min lecture) 
with CIO and Secretary

BRT and Metro in İstanbul 

Cities struggle with finding a balance between transit and highway investments 
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Review of Turkish Infrastructure Investment and P3
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Turkish Infrastructure Investment Scheme

Diyarbakır
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Major transportation challenges in Turkish cities

High density minibus (dolmuşlari) occupied urban areas 
in Ankara

An overcapacity BRT in parallel with a congested highway
in İstanbul
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Consequences of busway conversion into a HOV roadway
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Luxembourg / July 2019 – Decision scenario 
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Decision scenario case

• With a population of 602,000, Luxembourg is one of Europe's smallest countries suffering from major traffic jams. But that could be about to change. Last 
month, it announced plans to make all public transport -- trains, trams and buses -- free from March 2020.

• The government hopes the move will alleviate heavy congestion and bring environmental benefits, according to Dany Frank, a spokesperson for the 
Ministry of Mobility and Public Works. 

• "Luxembourg is a very attractive place for jobs," explains Geoffrey Caruso, a professor at the University of Luxembourg and the Luxembourg Institute of 
Socio-Economic Research specializing in land use and transportation.

• But its "booming economy" and high concentration of jobs have led to congestion issues, he says.
• In 2016, Luxembourg had 662 cars per 1,000 people, and driving is a "primary means of transportation" for commuters, according to a 2017 report by the 

Ministry of Sustainable Development and Infrastructure.
• That year, drivers in Luxembourg City spent an average of 33 hours in traffic jams. It fared worse than European cities Copenhagen and Helsinki, which 

have comparable population sizes to all of Luxembourg -- yet drivers in both only spent an average of 24 hours in traffic.

Source: https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/luxembourg-free-public-transport/index.html

Although a policy is formed in good intention, it could jeopardize return no matter how valuable the value creation project is. 
The case demonstrates the important elements of return on “policy” and showcases a sequential consequence of mutual 

conflicting policies and investment decisions. 
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City built around cars Transitioning to transit  
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• Free public transport also enables people with lower income consume goods and services at the entire territory of the city, as they do not need to worry about 
transportation costs. The increase of use of public transport in the evenings and at weekends, however, refers to the changed behaviour of people with an 
average income and also bigger than average income – instead of a private car they often prefer public transport for visiting entertainment establishments 
and family events.

• Although the city paid more than 70% of public-transport costs, ticket prices were still too high for poorer residents. Congestion had also become a problem.

The size of city could be a decision factor of whether making free public transit would successfully alleviate congestion. 

Source: https://www.economist.com/europe/2019/05/09/free-public-transport-in-estonia
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Analyzing the Free Transport case

In phase 3 & 4, passengers start making 
alternative travel decisions. Growth of 
asset usage rate becomes slower or 
diminishes. 

If the goal is to maximum ridership, the 
trade-off point should be at Point A. 
Whereas it is to maximum revenue, 
then the tradeoff point should be at 
Point B. For the asset owner or 
operator, the square between Point A 
and B (dark purple box) is the 
“daylight” that the asset can still gain 

ridership and revenue by  
interchangeably adjusting it based on 
demand elasticity. 
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Sequential rounds of investing: 
Starting phase 3, public transit starts losing its leading position in the range of city commute options and unable to 

outperform the utility of car offers. 

Two vicious circles of fare increase
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Sequential consequences of car usage increase 

Increase car usage

Car-friendly 
transportation policy

Car-oriented land 
development

Urban sprawl

Difficult to install 
public transport system

Suburbia or 
Suburbanization

Car-only travel behavior 
and development pattern

Suburbia in Las Vegas with major arterial roads

Suburbia with a major highway
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Belgrade / March 2018 – Activism Engagement 
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Belgrade city development and waterfront serenity 

Belgrade tram network served by an integrated range of overlapping routes

Danube

Sava

Project summary: 
• Over 1 million square meters of residential 

space on a 177-hectare area
• 750,000 square meters of commercial space
• 62,000 square meters of public facilities
• 242,000 square meters of green space. 

Source: https://www.constructionweekonline.com/article-33433-eagle-hills-inks-3bn-
belgrade-waterfront-deal
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Challenge No.1 Beograd Center railway station (Prokop): Relocation to nowhere?   
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Challenge No.2 Pseudo New Beograd Center railway station (Prokop) and Investment mindset 

Value creation

• Make the world in a better place or 

• Do wealth transfer

• Balanced growth / Gentrification 

Asset utilization 

• Network consolidation

• Who are the users? Not the investor! 

• Duration / Investment horizon 

Land recapitalization 

• Best use of the land 

• Flip the assets 

• Separate the landmass 

Waterfront eco-management 

• Storm water management 

• Old vs. New city scene compatibility and cohesive

• Livable city 

Source: http://beobuild.rs/#

Source: http://www.politika.rs/sr/clanak/402152/Plan-za-metro-u-interesu-putnika-a-ne-
investitora?fbclid=IwAR0uNjlELn7RzCgIo1JFc5JOGxpwQ52aRqycxTGfmeLgI0bEBoh8lkEuz94 
https://www.danas.rs/beograd/prokop-najkatastrofalnija-greska-saobracaja-u-beogradu/?fbclid=IwAR3gsqiE_WXhod5Q4-
SU53CSXgByUHBD5U-SH7FjEorGNJv_BGe4RVjckqw 
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New York City – Managerial Barrier 
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Managerial challenges 

Democratic vs. communist infrastructure investment scheme contrasts the two different countries’ managerial procedure of making 
public transportation investment decisions. Distilling the two iconic cities: New York vs. Moskva growth regimes, a differentiated 
investment attitudes at the administrative level discloses the unnecessary administrative burden and hazardous agency cost 
resulted in two separated growth regimes and aggregated return at both fund and ESG levels.

Major transit agencies in the New York region
Source: ReThinkNYC Regional Unified Network Overview

Independent governance:
1. Different agendas and priorities
2. Information delays, biased decision-making due 

to imbalanced information
3. A discrepant process of capital allocation arising 

from interagency competition

Institutional autonomy:
1. An overlapping spending on a same project
2. Investing so much on the regional transits, but the 

travel situation is still worse
3. Whichever makes a louder voice would get a bigger 

portion of the government fund 
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Historical U.S. fund distribution across common intercity modes 

Source: High-Speed Rail International Lessons for U.S. Policy Makers, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, 2018
https://www.lincolninst.edu/sites/default/files/pubfiles/high-speed-rail-full_0.pdf
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Historical U.S. rail fund distribution

Source: High-Speed Rail International Lessons for U.S. Policy Makers, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, 2018
https://www.lincolninst.edu/sites/default/files/pubfiles/high-speed-rail-full_0.pdf
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U.S. funding mechanism? - Using tolls to fund public transit 

Dr. Vuchic and SEPTA GM Jeffrey Knueppel
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Lack of legislative support 

Competing interest among 
states and political parties 

Lack of coordination at 
administrative levels 

Special interest groups 
and lobbyists 

Accumulated pension liability

Self-liquidate &
Underfunded situation

Insolvency

Reduce performance and low/ 
aging asset utilization 

Maximize revenue Astronomical fare

Reduce O& M, 
training, services

Cut services / 
No expansion

Less operating ability to 
generate revenue 

Elastic demand to low-
cost operator (i.e. bus)

Congestion on intercity 
highway and regional corridor 

Low-cost airline demand 
increase with low quality 

services

More funding supports to 
highway and airport 

expansion

Lobbyists 

Negative spillover 

*Narrative, but not exclusive

The Vicious Circle of the underfunded U.S. HSR - Amtrak
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Reduce O&M, training, services led to massive catastrophe

Philadelphia Amtrak Derailment, May 2015
(8 were killed and over 200 injured, 11 critically)

South Carolina, Feb 2018

Seattle Derailment, Dec 2017
(3 were killed and over 62 injured)
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1910
New York Region Commuter Rail & Waterfront Terminals, 1910. Penn Station and eight 
waterfront terminals provided many ways between Manhattan and New Jersey.

Harvesting vs. market mechanism 

New York Region Commuter Rail, 2018. Penn station is the primary means of access 
between New Jersey and Manhattan.

2018

Reduction of rail network and service between Manhattan and New Jersey in 1910 – 2018 
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Turnaround management and learning from the international best practices 

ONE  
REGIONAL  

PLAN
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NY-NJ Gateway Tunnel Project 
- New York Pennsylvania Station: Existing challenges and corresponding engineering measures 

Source: RPA 2012Deteriorating concrete
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Aerial footage on Lincoln tunnel (inbound) to New York

Source: Wikipedia, The Business Journal, CBS, NBC New York



Isolated 
Landmasses 
and isolated 
transit.

9
9
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1. Low network capacity (Up) vs. Flexible track alignment for higher efficiency (Down) 

NY Pennsylvania station Dead-end conflict (Up) vs. Through-running flow (Down)



1. Chapter/Section

1
0
1



1. Chapter/Section

1
0
2
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2. Increase throughputs and capacity: Through-running vs. Dead-end station

Deadhead time due to 
“turnback” 
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Increase network efficiency on through-running operations 
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Steps for Achieving Higher Reliability & Benefits

Shift of travel from cars Benefits from better transit service

Lower investment in storage and 
maintenance facilities

Smaller fleet – lower investment in 
rolling stock

Reliable transport unit

Lower operating costs

New passengers attracted

Passenger time reduced, convenience 
increased

High quality vehicle production

Good vehicle design

High quality vehicles

Well performed vehicle maintenance

Highly trained personnel

Operator’s benefits

Passenger’s benefits

City benefits
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3. Operation efficiency: increase of tunnel and track utilization 

Selected schematic design on track reengineering, network realignment (up) and counter operation strategy (Down) within the Penn station construction phasing Plan



1. Chapter/Section
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4. Limited passenger circulation vs. Platform expansion to expedite boarding and alighting 

process

Penn Station existing platform condition (Upper-left and lower two) vs. Engineering improvement on vertical circulation (Upper-right).



1. Chapter/Section

1
0
9
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5. Disconnected network services vs. Regional unified network (RUN)

Comparative analyses of dead-end (Left) vs. through-running (Right) network capacity at the New York Pennsylvania Station
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Urban land recapitalization and asset utilization 
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Sunnyside today 112
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Penn Station Through-Running

New Major Station at Queens Plaza

Hudson-Harlem Connector

New Station at Port Morris

Critical Interventions

NJ Transit into Sunnyside

LIRR+MTN into Newark

All 3 MTN Lines into Sunnyside

113
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Sunnyside as Second-Core

+ 125,000 
train commuters/ morning

+ 100 Million SF
new office space

+ 90,000  
new (transit-connected) homes      

+ 840,000 
new jobs

114
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Newark today

115
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Critical Interventions

New Newark Subway

Newark Broad Street Sta. Expansion
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Newark as Third-Core

+ 140,000 
train commuters/ morning

+ 50 Million SF
new office space

+ 40,000  
new (transit-connected) homes      

+ 400,000 
new jobs

117
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Total revenue (2016)
1

1
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How much can we grow without destroying value? Growth at what cost? Growth, but how long can 

it be sustained? What is the [quality] of growth? vs. the cost of inaction?
119
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New York City regional transit plan 2050 
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NY-NJ-CT Tristate transit plan 2050
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Tianjin / Oct 2016 – Evaluation Methodology
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Challenge No.1 Bipolarized investment scheme: lack of medium-capacity transit modes 
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Geometric forms of transit lines

Geometric forms of transit lines
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Multimodal strategies: Network expansion, operation efficiency, mode coordination

Center City

Radial rail line

Bus/rail timed 
transfer 

Circumferential 
rail line
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Existing: Independent bus lines compete on 
the main street

No.2 Growth Management: Bus route consolidation and coordination  

Elevated crossway at a bus stop – 6 buses

Congestion on the main street (peak hr)

Proposed: Trunk LRT with feeders –
balanced and synergistic value

127
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No.3 Tianjin Metro: Hyperextended independent lines vs. Trunk Line with Branches 

Increase area coverage & passenger profile: Trunk line with 2 branches  

CBD
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No.4 Debt transfer scheme in unbankable or value destruction projects 

Source: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/XEexY7NK-XnEVJmdVONWjQ?fbclid=IwAR1AIdrrhP2k24GelUDgXJ1tuClm4CcX1uR-o2lGBdZygIbTY9W89SpGqpE 
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Dialogue Box 

Government decision-maker (G): Five years from now, I won't be here! I need to show people how many 

metro lines and bridges are going to open during my tenure as soon as possible. Let's build them first and 

wait for the ridership to grow.

Consultant (C): Underutilized infrastructure assets would be a waste of investment. Do you have a way to 

boost the asset utilization rate?

G: No, we don't!

C: Would you like to have one?

G: Well, it sounds complicated. Why not simply focus on how many lines and new systems we can open 

during my five-year term?

No.5 Interpreting the motivation of the debt transfer scheme

What scale and magnitude of government spending are enough to achieve an intended 

outcome? How much capital do we need to invest in order to keep the economic growth? [Scale]
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5. Conclusion and Executive Pitch 

Investment is a mean to accelerate growth, but growth itself is not the 
goal. The goal is to identify what kind of city or country do people want? 

Focus on investing in value creation projects with a positive-NPV while 
alleviating the investment offset and externality.

Value is not price. The fluctuation of asset price due to the interrelation 
between demand and supply vs. The growth of asset intrinsic value 
driven by the process of value creation via managerial strategy and 
policy formation. Individual equilibrium (IE) vs. System optimal (SO)

Growth ≠ value creation. Differentiate external growth factor vs. internal 

driven managerial strategy and execution. PLAN | PATH | VALUE

OCC is the non-negotiable dichotomy. Be mindful of investing in value 
destruction projects and recovery of countermeasures and effects

Investment mindset: Make the world in a better place (The incumbent) vs. 
Fool some people all of the time | Too busy to make $ (The barbarian) 

Gov
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Latest Activities 
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Online course 

https://vuchic.seas.upenn.edu/apta-lifetime-award/

https://vuchic.seas.upenn.edu/apta-lifetime-award/
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https://vuchic.seas.upenn.edu/

Urban Transit Trilogy
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Online course 
structure
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Regional Unified Network and The Bigger Apple
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Thank you! 
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Q/A
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What are the investment challenges (i.e. with PE, within PPP, etc.) and ongoing development, 

expansion, and investment plans? What are the top priority projects?

Any controversial infrastructure deals? Any awareness of incumbent vs. scavenger investors? What 

is the return on investment (ROI) does the government usually allow? 

Are there specific projects funded by foreign investors? How does funding and financing 

mechanisms work (i.e. project finance, loan, etc)? Is there a procedure chart?

Are there foreign Private Equity investors currently invest in infra? Who are they and what are they 

investing? How would the government balance the gain of domestic vs. foreign investors?

Within the management authority, how would you respond this common managerial challenges? 

2.

3.

4.

1.

5.
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Ans: 

Within the management authority, how would you respond this common managerial challenges? 1.
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Ans: 

What are the investment challenges (i.e. with PE, within PPP, etc.) and ongoing development, 

expansion, and investment plans? What are the top priority projects?
2.
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Ans: 

Are there specific projects funded by foreign investors? How does funding and financing 

mechanisms work (i.e. project finance, loan, etc)? Is there a procedure chart?
3.
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Ans: 

Are there foreign Private Equity investors currently invest in infra? Who are they and what are they 

investing? How would the government balance the gain of domestic vs. foreign investors?4.
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Ans: 

Any controversial infrastructure deals? Any awareness of incumbent vs. scavenger investors? What 

is the return on investment (ROI) does the government usually allow? 5.
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Appendix
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Radial lines go from center city radially outward to suburban areas. They are often the 

heaviest travelled corridors in urban areas. Their loads are highest where lines leave central 

city, then decrease outward toward suburbs.

Diametrical lines connect different suburbs through center city. They provide better 

distribution and more transfers with other lines in center city than radials.

Many cities have upgraded radial lines into diametrical. Ideally, diametricals connect 

suburbs between which there is considerable travel demand and which have similar 

volumes on each side of central city. 

Tangential and circumferential lines are often operated in major cities with grid street 

patterns, such as Toronto, Philadelphia and Washington, DC. They serve major tangential 

corridors around center city and they distribute or interconnect radial lines. Their volumes 

tend to be lower than on radial lines, but they are less peaked in distance and time, and 

therefore more uniformly utilized.  
149
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Circle or ring lines are avoided by some cities because of difficult recovery of delays. 

However, many cities have solved maintaining reliability and utilize extremely important 

functions of circle lines: first, they serve large travel volumes around central city. And 

second, they interconnect all radial lines, thus integrating metro network and shortening 

many non-center oriented trips.

In Tokyo, Seoul, Berlin, Moscow and Beijing circle (or “ring”) lines have very important 

roles in their metro and RGR networks. 

Trunk lines with branches represent a very logical solution to greatly increase 

efficiency of radial networks by splitting their trunk sections into two or more branches. 

As the utilization of the capacity on the trunk line decreases toward suburbs, it is divided 

into several branches, each one receiving a fraction of offered capacity and using it for 

new passengers from additional served areas.
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